
March 2023 Take & Make

Supplies Included:

Plastic fork

White card stock

Yellow paint

Orange construction paper

Google Eyes

Spring Chick Painting

1. Pour some yellow paint in the center of your white card stock.

You don’t need a lot. The size of a quarter is a good starting

point.

2. Take your fork – which is your “paint brush” and spread the

paint ALL around to make the fluffy feathers of the chick. You

can move it anywhere and in any design/shape/angle that

you like.

3. Once you are done creating the “feathers” – set it aside to dry.

4. Cut out an orange triangle for the chick's beak.

5. Once the paint it dry, glue your google eyes & beak onto your

chick. Draw in some legs.

Needed From You:

Scissors

Pencil

Table/Work space covering

White glue or Glue stick

Black marker

Taken in part from masandpas.com/easter-chick-fork-painting/
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